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FIRST GRAPHENE (ASX: FGR)
First Graphene is the leading supplier of high-performing graphene products with a robust

manufacturing platform and an established 100 tonne per year graphene production

capacity. The company is developing its flagship product named PureGRAPH. It is a high-

performing graphene that is easy to use and is enhancing the properties of products and

materials across industries and applications worldwide. In our opinion, graphene has been

often underrated by the market. We believe this material will revolutionise the future

across industries and that FGR has all the necessary foundations to expand along with the

massive growth in demand for this material.

FGR plans to lead the lowest-cost quartile of the global graphene suppliers. We are

convinced that the company will be able to dominate the graphene market by FY25. FGR

holds supplies of high-grade graphite and has the manufacturing capability to convert it

into the highest-quality graphene. And that with production in bulk quantities at the lowest

cost. FGR is actively working toward the commercialisation of its products by developing

applications in various fields such as energy storage devices, coatings, and polymers. FGR’s

aim is to implement vertical integration in the value chain of graphene production. We also

like the fact that the company has a very clear strategic roadmap in place. With a graphene

market expanding at a CAGR of ~38% for the next five years, and a consistent operating

capability, we believe that FGR could achieve operating breakeven levels before FY25.



Magnis Energy Technologies has rapidly moved into battery technology and is planning

to become one of the world’s largest manufacturers of lithium-ion battery cells. MNS

intends to become one of the key players for the end-to-end supply chain in sourcing

the raw materials including high-quality graphite and associated technologies for the

development of cells. As of today, Magnis has a world-class graphite deposit in

Tanzania known as the Nachu Graphite Project with high distribution towards natural

flake graphite in the Super Jumbo, Jumbo and Large flake categories. The world supply

of such categories is very low, making the Nachu project highly valuable.

Nachu Graphite Project is a top quality graphite asset with an average 240ktpa

graphite concentrate produced over an initial reserve-backed 15-year mine life. Magnis

also has a strategic partnership with a US-based IP firm with expertise in the

manufacture of lithium ion batteries – giving Magnis access to world class

development facilities for the manufacturing process. Additionally, Magnis has

ownership of two lithium-ion battery cell gigafactories that are currently being primed

for development in New York and Townsville. 

These characteristics give the firm a significant edge over its competitors and Magnis

could become the sixth-largest battery manufacturer in the world. Magnis is also run

by a highly experienced and credible board of Directors which comprises a Nobel Prize

winner, thus the firm posessess unrivalled capabilities and expertise in the lithium-ion

battery, automotive innovation, and mining sectors. 

MAGNIS ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES (ASX: MNS)



Talga Group Ltd is a highly integrated developing producer of lithium-ion battery

anode products, technologies and industrial graphene additives. The Company's main

focus is building an integrated graphite anode facility in Sweden running on 100%

renewable electricity, to produce ultra-low emission coated anode for greener Li-ion

batteries.

Customer tests confirm the high performance of Talga's products, and qualification

processes with battery manufacturers and automotive OEM's is underway targeting

commercial battery anode production in 2024. Talga owns multiple high grade graphite

projects in northern Sweden, which are the highest grade and largest JORC- compliant

resources in Europe. These are advantageously located near fast growing battery

'megafactories', and benefit from established high quality infrastructure including low

cost power, road, rail and ports. The Company's graphite ores are unique in allowing

graphite and graphene to be liberated in innovative and extremely cost effective ways.

The high-grade ore and high process yields make Talga a low-cost producer. The

advantage here is that the demand in the EV market will surely move battery prices

lower in the long run. Talga will hence have an advantage over other manufacturers.

With its growth strategy clearly outlined, Talga presents itself to investors as an

excellent vertically integrated company with significant long-term competitive

advantages.

TALGA GROUP (ASX: TLG)


